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Editorial
Dear Journal of Defence Management´s readers.
I greet you after the relax time during your summer holiday. We all
know that also this time was stigmatized with a lot of war activities in
the whole world. It means that not only soldiers, politicians but also
scientific workers have to be prepared to think of new technologies and
methods to protect against their effects. The scope of the Journal of
Defence Management presented in this issue is the biggest proof of this
idea.
The first paper deals with problems related to nuclear facilities and
nuclear weapons as a guarantee of peace. For people who are interested
in questions of nuclear energy, nuclear weapons and toxic industrial
radioactive this paper brings a lot of ideas for making good opinion to
think of nuclear weapons from rather different side than it is usual.
Next paper can be very interested for soldiers who play a very
important role within a process of units and other military structure
command and control. The paper named Applied game theory to
improve strategic and tactical military decisions can motivate
commanders to enhance their knowledge in typical military
knowledge – command and control. This paper quite corresponds with
the paper named Evolution of decision making processes in command
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during irregular warfare operations. The author stress that traditional
military processes have been ineffectual and short sighted in recent
contemporary conflicts yet modern developments which begin to
explore processes for enabling quick, flexible decision making are
beginning to be incorporated into the command toolbox. His opinions
are very interesting and I am convinced that a lot of readers should
learn from this author´s very comprehensive approach on this very
complex theory and practice.
To be honest, I am really pride of authors who contribute to the
Journal of Defence Management. Especially I would like to express my
respect to authors who regularly send papers to this journal in order to
enhance its scientific reputation. The quality of any journal mainly
depends on regularity and quality. Only these aspects can ensure that
the journal survives in the future and to win a competition among
other journals and magazines. We have to know that military topics are
not quite interesting for common readers. However, they have
invaluable importance for military professionals who want to enhance
military science and technologies on better level.
I wish all authors to have many new ideas for their scientific work,
many good co operations with industrial base and other colleagues.
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